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welcome
Staff news

Arrivals

• Leonid Libkin,
• Peggy Series,
• Taku Komura,
• Mahesh Marina,
• Colin Adams,
• David Willshaw

Personal Chairs

• Jane Hillston,
• Wenfei Fan,
• Michael O’Boyle

Departures

• Mark Jerrum,
• Roland Ibbett,
• Bill Orrok,
• Olga Franks,

Readerships

• Stephen Gilmore
• Kousha Etessami
• Sethu Vijayakumar

Congratulations

• Alan Bundy
Flexible lab space

- Use flipdesk (or similar) to achieve use as:
  - Lecture space
  - Open Lab
  - SDP and Computer Design
  - Open lab

Staff Space: for marking meetings, preparation of material, records and files.

Offices/Dos

Interview Rooms

Resource base for notes, coursebooks, “vicar station”

Reconfigurable “drop-in” space – SDP overflow

New, bigger, better, ITO with support for all taught course students. One stop shop for all teaching enquiries for both staff and students.
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